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114 Years of Diamond Greatness!
DiaCo, incorporated in 1903, has been among the world's leading producers of precious
stones, and the top retailer of diamonds from the Cyberian continent. Ever since DiaCo Corp.
first established operations, the company has prided itself on providing superior quality
diamonds regardless of whatever silly pointless political activities are taking place in the nations
of Cyberia. As we have always maintained, you need a diamond, since people without
diamonds are basically useless members of society according to our most recent independent
surveys.

DiaCo’s Cyberian Operations
In 1915, DiaCo officially opened its Cyberian mineral extraction operations in the west and
south of Eiku, Brynania and the l'Eacock region of Southern Icasia. Later, additional
operations were begun in Ruritania. Both regions experienced large amounts of volcanic
activity in the distant past, producing both alluvial and deep-rock diamonds of the highest
quality. For more than a century, DiaCo has provided the world with superior diamond
gemstones for jewelry and industrial usage.
In 2001, DiaCo announced the sale of its operations in the Eiku to a local mining consortium.
While DiaCo continues to operate mines in the area under contractual arrangements, it is not
directly involved in the sale of diamonds from this area.
In 2009, several irregularities came to light regarding Icasian compliance with the Kimberley
Certification Process, leading to a temporary suspension of their membership. While DiaCo
continues to mine in Icasia, it does not presently export these stones, pending recertification.

Corporate Philosophy
DiaCo's mission in achieving excellence is to acquire and exploit only in those properties that
meet the following criteria:
1. Perspective sites should have good potential to possess high-quality deposits.
2. The costs of acquisition need to be reasonable.
3. Properties should in an area which is both politically and environmentally stable and where
local communities benefit from mining investments, or which otherwise is highly profitable.
DiaCo has maintained a long and harmonious relationship with the people of—and, more
importantly, the governments of—Brynania, Icasia, and Ruritania. The partnerships which
have been forged over the past few decades have resulted in DiaCo becoming the international
success which it is today. As such, we strongly encourage new stockholders to take advantage
of our overreaching excellence to purchase a little piece of the DiaCo dream.

The Star of Burnside
The pride of DiaCo's mineral empire has far and away been the 70.8 carat Star of Burnside.
The gem was excavated from DiaCo's West-Eiku Mine #5 at Site III near the Brynanian village
of Burnside in January of 1937. It was reported stolen in 1940 during the period of Vichy
French colonial rule in Brynania.
The precious stone was later recovered in 1962 by a nomadic yak-butter merchant in Bhutan,
who returned the US$81 million gem to DiaCo and later received a C$150,000 reward. The
stone was placed in storage, but was subsequently put on display at the New York City
Museum of Moderately Interesting Objects in 1980 before being reclaimed by DiaCo two
years later. It now sits proudly in the Great Hall of DiaCo's Cyberian Head Office in Helena,
Ruritania, and is considered one of the Seven Wonders of Cyberia. The stone has become one
of the most popular tourist attractions in Helena, and visitors can view this gemological
wonder for a modest fee.

Policy on Conflict Diamonds
DiaCo has joined the rest of the gemstone and precious metal-producing industries in
condemning the trade in "conflict diamonds" from war-torn regions. We are currently
working with the governments of Icasia and Brynania to renew or complete their certification
under the Kimberley process. DiaCo considers such certification as critical to our continued
operations in those areas.

